Rent and Hospitality: Example Essay

I am a foreigner here in Bolivia, and sometimes it is difficult. I feel lonely, and I miss my family
and friends. However, many people here have welcomed me. They have shown me hospitality. To
me, hospitality means welcoming all people and treating them with respect and kindness, without
asking them to change who they are. For example, my students and colleagues in Bolivia have
made me feel like a part of the community, even though I am not from here. Hospitality is important
because it allows people from different backgrounds to connect, learn from each other, and take
care of each other when they need help. In the movie Rent, we see examples of hospitality when
Angel rescues Collins on the street, when Angel brings breakfast to Roger and Mark on Christmas,
and when the participants at the Life Support group talk to each other about living with AIDS.
The first example of hospitality in Rent is when Angel rescues Collins on the street. This shows
hospitality because Angel takes care of Collins, even though he is a stranger. Hospitality means
treating all people with respect and kindness. In this example, Angel shows hospitality because he is
kind to Collins. As you can see, showing hospitality is important because when we take care of each
other we make our community better.
The second example of hospitality in Rent is when Angel brings breakfast to Roger and Mark
on Christmas. This shows hospitality because Angel is very generous. Hospitality means connecting
with people and helping each other. In this example, Angel shows hospitality because he celebrates
Christmas with Roger and Mark, and he connects with them as friends. This is important because
when we make connections with others, we have a stronger community and we can support each
other when we need it.
The third example of hospitality in Rent is when the participants at the Life Support group talk
to each other about living with AIDS. This shows hospitality because they share their feelings and they
support each other. Hospitality means treating people with respect and kindness, no matter who
they are. In this example, the participants show hospitality because they show compassion and
respect, even to strangers. This demonstrates the power of hospitality to bring people together, even
in very difficult circumstances.
In conclusion, there are three key examples of hospitality in the movie Rent: when Angel
rescues Collins on the street, when Angel brings breakfast to Roger and Mark on Christmas, and when
the participants at the Life Support group talk to each other about living with AIDS. These examples
show us that hospitality is an important part of our lives because it helps us to make friends, to take
care of each other, and to support each other in difficult circumstances. We should all try to treat
each other with hospitality in order to build a stronger, better community.

